We test the reproducibility of X-ray reflectometry(XRR) measurements and optimizations using an National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ)/National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) pre-standard. Based on bootstrap analysis of repeated refinements, using several CPU-years of time, we provide concrete recommendations of best practices for ensuring the reproducibility of XRR model fitting results. These recommendations can be used to study both instrument repeatability and cross-instrument reproducibility. Because the recommendations used optimizations methods available in commonly used commercial software, they can quickly be applied both in research and analytical laboratories, as well as fabrication environments.
Introduction
X-ray reflectometry (XRR) relies on the subtle differences in the index of refraction, n layer , among layers in a multilayer stack to recover thickness and electronic density information from X-ray specular reflectivity patterns. The formal derivation of the method is covered elsewhere (see Lekner (1987) ) and the XRR technique has been used extensively in the analysis of polymers (Russell, 1990 ) and other materials systems (Chason & Mayer, 1997) . Although ubiquitously to study films in all materials disciplines, XRR is presently of vital interest for fabrication-line tool development to be used for process optimization in the semiconductor industry (Nolot et al., 2012) .
XRR interference patterns are directly linked to layer thicknesses (see section 2.2) and provide more accurate thickness determination than other methods available today (such as visible-light ellipsometry, where thickness is coupled to pronounced changes in n layer ). (Archer, 1962; Irene, 1993) However, there is no guarantee that XRR will have high sensitivity for a given layer, as the method relies on high electron density contrast between layers (Ferrari et al., 2004) . The method also relies on both low roughness at interfaces, and uniform layer scattering densities; interdiffusion layers wreak havoc with method sensitivity (Windover et al., 2005) . The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been working over the past decade to establish parameter uncertainty 1 estimates for the XRR method, by determining robust model invariant parameters (Windover et al., 2007) and by assessing the impact of one of the most common problems in XRR analysis, surface contamination (Gil & Windover, 2012) .
The international community has performed several round-robins on XRR measurements through the Versailles Project on Advanced Materials and Standards (VAMAS) to establish inter-tool comparability Matyi et al., 2008) . In the first round-robin, a GaAs/AlAs bilayer, repeated 3 times, epitaxial structure, deposited on GaAs (and produced by the National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ)/National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) ) was used for the inter-comparison measurements. This structure required a seven slab XRR model ( 2 × 3 + 1 surface contamination layer) introducing over 21 (> 7×3) possible free modeling parameters (assuming thickness (t), density(ρ), and roughness (Rz) refinement per layer). The intercomparison concluded that there was indeed high inter-tool uniformity and stability in thickness determination from the buried layers, however there was also a high variability in results for thickness using different modeling methods.
NIST is working in collaboration with NMIJ/AIST to develop instrument alignment procedures which will use certified reference materials (CRM)s to reduce inter-tool measurement uncertainties. In order to align an instrument using such an artifact, we must first establish a protocol for modeling XRR data, and determine baseline precision estimates for both the modeling method and for those caused by measurement noise. Ultimately, these modeling dependent precision estimates must be separable from the reproducibility bias introduced by different measurement instrumentation, system configurations, and system alignments (or misalignments). In this work, we perform modeling and data quality precision analysis for a structure very similar to the VAMAS material, which sheds some light on their findings. We will also take a first look at inter-tool reproducibility by analyzing XRR data from two instruments with nominally identical optical configurations. This modeling precision study is the first step towards establishing the efficacy of CRM structures in instrument alignment protocols.
Discussion
In order to establish a measurement and data analysis procedure, we will review all the tools used in performing the difficult task of evaluating precision estimates using only optimization methods:
• How we measure the XRR data
• How we simulate XRR data for comparison
• What fitness function we use
• What strategy we use in optimization
• How we turn optimizations into statistical results
XRR measurement
XRR measurements were made on two commercial Rigaku SmartLab 2 diffractometers, each using a graded parabolic multilayer optic and a Ge (220) 2-bounce monochromator, providing a parallel beam with high intensity (over 1 × 10 7 the detector background). Two instruments, one with a sealed tube (2.2 Kw), and one with a rotating anode (9 kW), were used. XRR data are collected as a series of incident angle, θ i , and reflected intensity, I R , data pairs, (θ i l , I R l ) stepped over N points in a range, l = 1, 2, . . . , N from a starting incident angle, θ i 1 to ending incident angle θ i N . Data was taken with , 15, 19, 25, 29, 34, 44, 50, 54, 59}) all cases, the sample was aligned using a series of automated measurements ("precise sample alignment" mode in SmartLab Guidance, version 1.5.5.3) to find the specular condition between detector, sample, and source axes (θ ∼ = θ i ∼ = θ R ). The instrument alignment uncertainty is on the order of δθ = θ i − θ R < 0.001 • (verified through preliminary repeatability studies).
The structure measured was a pre-standard (Lot # BAAA4002C / 1-08) produced by NMIJ / AIST consisting of three bilayers of GaAs/AlAs, deposited using molecular beam epitaxy, on a single crystal GaAs wafer substrate. Each layer is roughly 9.5 nm in thickness. Prior work has shown this structure has atomically smooth transitions between epitaxial layers, and that the stoichiometry and thickness of the buried layers is stable. These pre-standards were produced in 2004, making them an ideal test structure for long-term stability studies. Over the decade since its manufacture, the top GaAs layer has degraded; apparently due to the formation of a surface oxide or a possible interdiffusion zone. The sample also has -the ubiquitous -surface contamination layer, likely oils and particulates from the atmosphere. These two extra layers are included in our structural model (in table 1) , however, for use as a calibration artifact, they are more burdensome then beneficial, the refinement of their parameters are not discussed here. Only results from the fiducial, unadulterated, buried layers are presented.
Parratt formalism
XRR modeling has been extensively discussed in literature, including review articles by Chason & Mayer and Russell. The XRR phenomenon arises from subtle changes in electron scattering contrast, or changes in n layer , defined as:
Where r e is classical electron radius, λ is wavelength, f 1i and f 2i is the real and complex components of the atomic scattering factor, N a is the number density, and ρ layer and ρ bulk are the calculated and bulk mass densities for the layer. The used Henke et al.
(1993) scattering factors are available for download (with all recent updates) from Gullikson (2012) .
The reflected intensity I R−calc , from a film stack, for each (θ i l , I R l ) measurement pair can be modeled as a function of the top layer amplitude reflection ratio, R top (% coming out), the intensity of X-rays impinging the sample I o (how many go in), and the instrumental background I bg (how many false or cosmic background counts a detector adds in). Note that both I o and I bg are assumed constant over an entire XRR measurement:
We build this R top up from the bottom layers using a series of recursive expressions, which leave us with a calculable, but highly non-linear function. The first and most fundamental part is the Fresnel reflection coefficient, which relates how n layer corresponds to the subtle bending and wavelength changes as X-rays penetrate interfaces between layers. Note this equation assumes each layer has constant n layer , (i.e., each layer must have a uniform electron density (homogeneous slab)):
Where k ⊥layer = 2π/λ(n 2 layer − cos 2 θ) 1/2 .
From Parratt (1954) , the amplitude ratio for each layer, R layer , is derived using the Fresnel coefficients for the current layer r layer and the R term for the next layer down in the stack R (layer+1) . We have the addition of an oscillation term, φ (layer+1) , for the transmitted wavevector as it propagates through and interferes with, either constructively or destructively, the first reflection (known as the two-beam case). The phase of the interference is a function of θ and layer thickness t layer :
Where φ 2 layer = exp(ik ⊥layer t layer ).
To complete the recursion after the bottom layer, we assume a priori that R substrate = r substrate (i.e., no reflection from the below the substrate interface). Note that the above equations apply only for perfectly smooth interfaces. To account for roughness, eqn.
3 was modified by Nevot & Croce (1980) to incorporate an interface width:
Where Rz (layer+1) indicates interface width (i.e., roughness).
For each layer, we have three parameters (t layer from eqn. 4), density (ρ layer from eqn. 1), and roughness (Rz layer from eqn. 5). The substrate only introduces one parameter, Rz substrate , as t substrate is assumed to be ∞ and the bulk density is assumed to be ρ substrate = ρ bulk = 5.316 g/cm 3 (for GaAs). For any given number of layers, N stack , we have d fitting parameters, where d = N stack × 3 + 1.
This modeling approach fails dramatically for layers with high roughness or interdiffusion. Eqn. 3 relies on n layer being constant (slab model) which is not the case for layers with interdiffusion. High roughness, large Rz, introduces a high decay rate in eqn. 5 which smooths out interference (thickness) fringes from eqn. 4 (i.e., oscillations from the φ 2 term). Alternative modeling approaches are needed for such structures, which is beyond the scope of this study.
Data refinement: optimization vs. sampling
Optimization methods, such as differential evolution (DE) (Storn & Price, 1997 ) and simulated annealing (Solookinejad et al., 2011) , provide us with fast descent methods to finding a globally good solution to a highly multidimensional (many-parameter) problem. A random parameter search, such as Monte Carlo sampling, would provide us precision estimates for each parameter in a refinement. However, for industrial applications, the Monte Carlo sampling -even using efficient methods like MCMCis too slow.
Optimization cost function
Our XRR simulations (I R−calc , in eqn. 2) are fit to the XRR measured data (I R ), in order to establish the likelihood or fitness (goodness of fit (GOF)) of a given simulation, using a cost function. We consider the set of all the model's parameters as a d
. Fitness is given in terms of p, with smaller fitness values indicating better refinement. The lowest fitness from a group m = {p} gives the best parameter set, defined as b (for best).
The least squares method or χ 2 (derived from Gaussian process likelihood function)
is commonly used to determine model fitness. For a detailed explanation of likelihoods and a derivation of χ 2 , see section 3.5 of Sivia & Skilling (2006) . χ 2 assumes that measurement errors are independent and uses a Gaussian approximation valid when counts are sufficiently high, I R l > 100, for every data point in a data set. χ 2 is determined by summing the squared differences between data and model divided by an estimate of the true value for each data point.
Note that the denominator should formally be I R l . However, the introduction of zeros from no (or low) count measurements will cause the fitness to blow up, I R l = 0 =⇒ χ 2 → ∞, therefore in practice, the denominator in χ 2 is set to I R−calc which always has a finite background, I bg .
Although χ 2 is a statistically valid cost function to apply for high count rate data, in the low-count regime -common in high angles of XRR measurement -a log-normal cost function may be more appropriate, as Sivia & Skilling (2006) section 8.6 discusses.
A variant of the log-normal cost function was introduced by Wormington et al., in an early study of alternative cost functions to address the poor sensitivity of χ 2 for XRR analysis. Log-normal mean square error, M SE log , takes the sum of the squares of the differences in the logs of I R l and I
R−calc l
for each data point:
Because the M SE log cost function is found in most commercial XRR packages and is sensitive to high-angle information, it is an excellent choice for intercomparisons.
We use this cost function exclusively in this study, p ≡ M SE log ( − → p ).
Differential evolution
The DE used here follows the algorithm developed by Storn & Price (1997) Table 1 , and cover a wide (range 1) and two narrow (2 & 3) ranges. In all cases we assume a uniform likelihood for our random draw of parameters within these bounds (all values, including endpoints are equally likely). The m of { − → p } are simulated using eqn.s 1-5, I
R−calc l ( − → p ), and evaluated for fitness, using M SE log ( − → p ) to determine the fittest or 'best-so-far' member, b (best in refinement, and this value was used exclusively for our study.
The second strategy, crossover, allows for mixing of p between members of a m into the next generation, and corresponds best to meiosis in genetics. In this approach, every member of − → p G is allowed to exchange individual parameters, p G i , with the corresponding parameters, b G i , from the fittest member of the current population, b G , (the Genghis Kahn approach). Each parameter across all of m G will swap out with corresponding parameters in b G at a fixed probability, defined as the crossover or recombination constant, k r (CR in Storn) , where the probability k r ∈ [0, 1]. Large k r allows a great deal of parameter mixing and small k r is closest to asexual reproduction (traditional genetic mixing would be k r (meiosis) ≡ 0.5). For this study, we used Wormington et al.'s recommended optimization of k r = 0.3. Lowering this parameter limits intermixing and makes finding hidden minima challenging; raising it can make the solutions' evolution unstable.
One additional check on each new − → p G+1 is to verify that any crossover or mutation satisfies the allowed parameter range criterion, i.e.
this is invalid, then a new random parameter is selected for p G+1 i
. The DE method is highly customizable, with m, G, k c , k r , p i,min , and p i,max , all being tunable parameters.
Further, Storn & Price introduced other strategies such as using a random member of the population, − → p G c , rather than the fittest, b G , in equation 8, and allowing intermixing of more than one member during the mutation and crossover stages. Exploring the tuning parameters of the DE will be the focus of a future study.
Statistical treatment of DE
In order to develop any meaningful statistical sampling results from an optimization method such as DE, we need to: perform many measurements, perform many refinements, and run each refinement for a very long time. Although this approach is straight forward, this study involves over one year of computer time to answer structural information questions for a single structure. We ran a large number (#) of DEs, # DEs = 20 with DE size & length of m = 400, G = 10, 000 for each data set collected and using parameters in 
Results
The pre-standard's layers were deposited using molecular beam epitaxy; the GaAs and AlAs layers have a 1:1 stoichiometry and atomically sharp interfaces. As a result, the buried layers exhibit low roughness, seen in minimal decay in interference (thickness) fringes, and densities very close to bulk values. Table 1 , range 1, gives the widest parameter ranges in our study. Layers Al 1, 2, & 3 and Ga 1, 2, & 3 were all refined using Rz ∈ {0.3 ≤ Rz ≤ 0.5} nm, corresponding to atomically smooth interfaces.
We allow wide parameter ranges for t, Rz, and ρ, for both the surface contamination layer, surf , and the surface-oxidation layer, Ox. We also assert that this oxide layer has a Ga 1 As 1 O 1 composition and a uniform density, ρ Ox , to satisfy eqn. 3.
The I o and I bg used in our study were held constant for all XRR It may seem counterintuitive, but we need to answer the question of refinement time (how long do I refine my data?) before answering questions of data quality (how long do I count?) and parameter precision estimation (is our result meaningful?).
Refinement lifetime
The answer for refinement duration, for all complicated models (i.e., large d ≡ 3.1.1. Result fitness. To answer 'how long' we must first address 'how fit' our DE must be, in order to be considered a success, (i.e., to have found the model global fitness minima). We aggregated the b 10,000 from each DE set (1 s, 30 s, or 20 s), and found the fittest member, best 10,000 = min ∈ {b 10,000 }. We then took best 10,000
and multiplied by 1.1 to establish a subset range of DEs between the best and ones of almost perfect success (1.1 × (best) ≡ {best 10,000 ≤ b ≤ 1.1 × best 10,000 }), and we repeated using 1.5 to select a range between the best and 'fairly good' success (1.5 × (best) ≡ {best 10,000 ≤ b ≤ 1.5 × best 10,000 }); thus establishing two success measures for our work (see of the DEs selected as successful (column 6). These subsets are later used in parameter precision estimations. The 1.1× (best 10,000 ) and 1.5× (best 10,000 ) selection criteria were applied for each DE at evolution times G = 500, 1000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000
to determine DE descent (improvement) rate, and to better answer, how long is long enough. The surprising result for the 1 s set, is that below G = 5000, none of the DEs meet the more stringent 1.1× (best) selection criterion, and below G = 2, 000 all fail to meet our less stringent 1.5× (best) case, (i.e., no successes out of 200 DEs, each DE running for about two hours)! This analysis was repeated for the 30 s (column 2 & 7) and 20 s (column 4 & 9) sets. We saw an even lower success rate for the 20 s, low noise data, with both the 1.1× (best) and 1.5× (best) selection criterion. In both the 1 s and the 20 s sets (rotating anode measurements), we need a large number of DEs (# DEs ≥ 20) and long evolution times (G ≥ 10, 000) to guarantee finding a global minima for p. For the 30 s sets, we saw a higher percentage of successful DEs, however, we are not sure if this is statistically significant given the still low # of cases presented.
Parameter ranges. The difficulty with multidimensional problems in general,
and XRR refinement in particular, is the large number of equally possible solutions (many local minima), which all exhibit 'good' fitness. This large number of local minima is the product of using wide allowed parameter ranges and the potential for exchange of Rz and t values between layers in a model. Differential evolution is a successful refinement approach to this type of multimodal problem, as it simultaneously looks in many local minima at once, in order to find the global minima. In the limit where parameter ranges are all significantly narrowed close to the global minima (fittest solution), i.e., p i ∈ {b i − ≤ p i ≤ b i + } where → 0, the parameter space becomes unimodal (there is a unique global minimum). In this limit, the DE should and 20 s (column 10) sets using ranges (2 & 3). However, reaching the 1.1× (best) criterion requires G > 2, 000 for the 20 s set and is never reached for the 30 s set. The 30 s result is most vexing, as one of the six XRR measurements in the set is shown to never meet our 1.1× criterion (83% corresponds to 100% success for 5 out of 6 data sets).
From these results, we arrive at a second conclusion: refinement time can be decreased substantially by narrowing p i,min and p i,max for a given model. Thus, a priori structural knowledge (i.e., transmission electron microscopy cross sections) can be used to speed up fitting. However, setting too-narrow parameter ranges may cause you to miss the global minima entirely.
Data collection strategy
In fig. 2 , we see the evolution of DE fitness for G = 500, 5,000, and 10,000 on the 1s set, range 1 (top), and on the 30 s set, range 2 (bottom). The # of results presented is the # of successful DEs out of 200 and 120, respectively. For all of the DEs, b for G = 500 is higher than for G = 10,000 (b 500 ≥ b 10,000 ) indicating that DEs are indeed improving over time, as expected for a descent (to fitness) algorithm.
However, there is still a high variance in fitness even for G = 5, 000, σ 2 (b 5,000 ) = 0.
If we define a new term, best data , meaning the best DEs from a single measurement, then we clearly see in fig. 2 (bottom) that best ≡best data as there are different minima for each data set. Further, we can answer our 83% success riddle from table 2
(column 3) as the best data{43} is higher in fitness than the 1.1 × (best) cutoff, i.e., measurement-to-measurement fitness differences are the same order as our aggressive selection criterion, σ 2 (best data ) ∼ = 0.1 × (best). One way to address data set exclusion when performing precision estimations, is to find best data for each measurement, and apply the criterion for DEs from only that measurement, 1.1 × (best data ). In this way, b from all measurements will survive within our statistical precision estimations. σ 2 (best data ) is the result of noise fluctuations between measurements (i.e., cosmic events, stray & scattered photons, and low counting statistics) at large θ and illustrates the emphasis that M SE log (p) places on low count information. table 1 ). The dotted, ··, range shows U (p 00 ) ≡ 2 × σ(p 00 )
for the DEs of measurement {00}.
results. We clearly see over an order of magnitude increase in parameter refinement precision estimates resulting from noise differences between measurements for both t and ρ. Also, the bias between < p 00 > and < p > is different for t & ρ (i.e., < ρ 00 > is near the upper edge of U (ρ), whereas < t 00 > is closer to the < t >). By examining the σ(p data ), we see that for range 2, G = 10,000 is a sufficiently long timescale for the DEs to approach the global minima (σ(p 00 ) → 0). So, although we are reaching a global minimum, there exists a bias in < p data > related to data noise, and necessitating multiple measurements (# ∼ 5 to 10) separate this noise induced bias.
XRR measurement time.
In table 3, we present U (t) (noise-induced precision)
for layers Ga 1 -Al 3 (from table 1) of each of the different measurement sets and normalize these relative to the 30 s data {00}, range 2 results. Column 1 provides < t 00 > and column 2 gives U (t 00 ), for DEs of data {00}; this estimation should correspond only to the residual divergence in DEs from the global minima of {00}. Column 3 gives U (t) for the entire 30 s set, range 1 representing measurement-to-measurement noise-induced precision estimates for six, 11 hour, I o = 3 × 10 8 , measurements. In column 4 we calculate the ratio of this measurement-to-measurement noise induced uncertainty scaled to the refinement uncertainties calculated earlier (column 2). If we average this ratio over all layers (last row) we find a mean(<>) data noise bias that is 19× greater than refinement precision (column 2). We perform this analysis again for the 1 s set, range 1, which consists of ten, 22 minute, I o = 3.5 × 10 7 measurements (columns 5 & 6) and we find an <> measurement-to-measurement noise to be 23× refinement precision. Putting this in context, 66 hours versus 3.7 hours of data collection or 18× (5× when comparing total I o ) yields only a marginal improvement in parameter precision reduction. If we calculate the same statistics for the 20 s set, which consists of three, 8 hour, I o = 7 × 10 8 measurements (columns 7 & 8) we see an <> measurement-to-measurement uncertainty of 11× versus refinement precision. In context, this factor of 2 improvement in U (t) required 6× more data collection time, and still may be artificially low due to the low number of measurements represented. Table 4 provides an identical analysis for ρ over the same data sets. We see a remark- From this result, it is clear that we can estimate modeling and measurement-tomeasurement noise precision using a large set of short scans, such at the 1 s set presented; about 4 hours of rotating anode data. Higher counting statistics 6 × I o from a sealed tube instrument showed no appreciable benefit, and 20 × I o from the same rotating anode showed only marginal improvement in the noise induced measurement bias.
3.2.3. Parameter precision estimation. Using the 1 s set, range 1, we explored the applicability of developing a measurement-to-measurement precision estimator for XRR. Our goal here is to find the minimum number of measurements required to produce stable U (p) estimations (i.e., which will effectively reduce noise induced bias from the parameter estimates). In fig. 4 , we show our parameter estimations for Ga3 t (top) and ρ (bottom), using a random measurement draw (bootstrap) method. The stars, , represents the < p data > for each XRR measurement in the set with precision bars providing u(p data ) ≡ σ(p data ). Note that these are larger refinement precision than the 30 s, range 2, {00} results we saw in tables 3 & 4. The diamonds, , represent three random data sets drawn from the ten 1 s data sets. We draw at random 10 times and compare results for < p > and u(p). We repeated this process for each of the ten sets shown as circles, •. The dotted, ··, range represents U (p) = 2 × σ(p) for the 1 s set (second data square). In comparing the bias from single measurements for ρ (bottom), we see that single data sets may occur outside of U (p) estimates. It is only after averaging results from 3 measurements that we consistently stay within the bounds, but there is still a high degree of bias. After comparing the results for all p i , we suggest ten measurements to provide uniformly consistent results for all of the parameters under study.
Parameter estimations between instrumentation
We now have enough tools to try a first look at instrument-to-instrument reproducibility. In tables 5 & 6, column 1 are the < p > from our sealed tube instrument
and Column 5 & 6 provide the ∆p from the < p > from our 1 s and 20 s rotating anode results. By examining these ∆ we can see that < t > for the rotating anode instrument is nearly constantly outside the U (t) for the sealed tube instrument. Likewise, < ρ > is nearly always lower for the rotating anode, than for the sealed tube.
These observations suggest that the instrument profile function and instrument alignment systematic bias are often greater than measurement-to-measurement refinement precision, and much greater than refinement precision for single data set.
Conclusions
Through our analysis of this complex, d = 25, modeling test case, we are able to develop a list of suggestions for modeling with XRR when using optimization methods to estimate parameter precision for maximizing precision for each tool and reproducibility between tools.
Summary of DE p statistical method
• Measure using an instrument with I o /I bg > 1 × 10 7
• Run a series of XRR measurements (# ∼ 10)
• Refine DEs with large m (> 15
• Keep allowed parameter ranges as narrow as possible
• Run a large # of DEs (# DEs ≥ 10),
• Sort nearly perfect DEs to find < p > & U (p)
• Randomly draw XRR results to test for < p > bias If one follows these suggested practices, it is possible to achieve a stable model with precision estimates for parameters in even a complex XRR structure. This data can then be used to compare reproducibility between XRR instruments.
Future directions
In this work, we neglect the impact of an instrument profile function, sample misalignment, beam footprint, variability in I o during a measurement, and nonlinearity in detector response, inter alia. We are currently incorporating instrumental corrections into our modeling software to test these effects for various instrument configurations.
Our next step will be to use these precision estimates developed here to establish a protocol for using repeated measurements to interrogate instrument-induced bias from instrument-to-instrument configurations through inter-comparisons with the end goal of estimating a combined uncertainty budget. 0  100  1000  0  0  31  0  26  0  0  100  0  100  2000  0  0  67  0  91  1  33 100  0  100  5000  2  9  83  2  100 21  43 100 11  100  10000  7  46 83 3/5 100 27 64 100 21 100
We present two levels of refinement quality: 1.1x best GOF which, in some cases, excludes noise contributions when comparing data sets, and 1.5x which indicates high quality refinements. Note that the narrow best GOF parameter ranges (2 & 3) all refinements reach 1.5x GOF in the first 500 generations. Table 4 . Relative precision in density for various collection strategies. LAYER -30 s {00} --30 s set --1 s set --20 s set - The fittest member of p from m for G best
The fittest member of a set of DEs for XRR data sets best data
The fittest member of a set of DEs for one data set 1.5 × (best) Subset of almost perfect b from a DE result set 1.1 × (best) Subset of fairly good b from a DE result set < p i > Mean value for {p i } σ(p i ) Standard deviation of {p i } (also u(p i )) U (p i ) Precision estimate using k = 2 coverage (≡ 2σ(p i )) {} A set of either p or XRR measurements G = 500 G = 5000 G = 10, 000 1.1 × (best 10,000 ) 2 2 , 1 2 2 , 7 2 2 , 1 3 2 2 , 1 9 2 3 , 5 2 3 , 1 1 2 3 , 1 7 2 6 , 3 2 6 , 9 2 6 , 1 5 5 8 , 1 5 8 , G = 500 G = 5000 G = 10, 000 1.1 × (best 10,000 ) Fig. 2 . Fitness (M SE log (b G )) for G = 500, 5000, and 10,000 on the 1 s set, wide, range 1 (top) and 30 s set, narrow, range 3 (bottom). These data represent successful solutions meeting a 1.1× best 10,000 criterion, out of 200, 120, and 120 DEs, respectively. Note that the 20 s data is not shown, only having 3 successes for this criterion. Fig. 3 . The effect of using multiple measurements to establish technique sensitivity for Ga3 (bottom GaAs layer) on thickness (top) and density (bottom). Results for 30 s set, narrow, range 3 for 1.5× best 10,000 . Dots are individual DE results for each of the 6 data sets. Dotted, ··, lines delineate the precision range for a set of DEs from a single measurement, {00}. The dash/dot, −·, lines are the precision range from all six measurements. Synopsis X-ray reflectometry modeling study for determining the amount of computer time needed to fit model to data.
